Resume

Ivo Grigull – Character Rigger / Animator

Email: ivo@ivogrigull.com
Phone: +49 (0)511 5439658
Web: www.ivogrigull.com
Hannover / Germany

Objective

Preferably work in cartoon-style projects as a character rigger or animator
and grow as an artist.

Summary

Started as autodidact in 2001 and have been animating on four different
animated feature films since, and been rigging on another one too.

Education

G18 Wilhelmsburg (Germany) – Technical assistant for computer science 1999.

Finished my short film 'Bad Karma', using Hash's Animation
Master software. I was inspired by Jeff Lew's 'Killer Bean 2' and
Victor Navone's 'Alien song' at that time, they both used this
software for their animations.

2000-2001
Worked as a character animator on germany's first fully
animated feature film 'Back to Gaya'. produced at Ambient
Entertainment, used Software: Maya

2001-2004

2004-2005

I was invited to work at Omation studios in california as an
animator for the animated movie 'Barnyard – The original party
animals'. It was really a great place and fun project that i am
still greatful for. Software used: Softimage XSI
Back at Ambient Entertainment i worked on another animated
movie called 'Urmel voll in Fahrt'. Software: Maya

2006-2008

2008

After my attempt to create THE perfect rig at home (using XSI),
i send my reel to the 'Pumpkin 3D' in paris and got my first job
as character rigger there, working on the movie 'A monster in
Paris'. Unfortunately the project was stopped after 4 months
due to financial problems, and i returned to germany and
started using blender.
I went back to Ambient Entertainment, working on 'Die
Konferenz der Tiere' ('Animals United'). It will be released in late
2010 in Germany.

2009

2009

The production of 'A Monster in Paris' was continued, now by
the company 'Europacorp'. Me and my girlfriend Marieke went to
Paris again, to help out. I rigged lots of secondary characters
and wrote some rigging-scripts (Jscript, Softimage XSI).
(Klick on a Logo to view the project's website)

